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In [4] the representation theory of finite solvable groups was studied, and

under the assumption of solvability, it was shown that several conjectures of

R. Brauer arising from modular representation theory were true. These con-

jectures are presumably true without the assumption of solvability. In this

paper I should like to describe some properties of modular representations of

solvable groups which are not shared in common by all finite groups. Solvable

groups can be characterized by the existence of Sylow ^-complements and

by the special structure of their principal series; both these features will be

exploited. Since one rational prime number p will be fixed for modular

representation theory, we shall consider the more general class of p-solvable

groups, where a group is ^-solvable if it has a composition series all of whose

composition factor groups are either p-groups or p'-groups.

The main results concern the principal indecomposable representations

(the indecomposable projective modules in the language of modules). Sup-

pose © is a group of order g = pago, where (p, go) = 1. Let 0 be a normal alge-

braic number field containing the gth roots of unity, and p a fixed prime

ideal divisor of p. The residue class field Q* determined by p is then large

enough to write the principal absolutely indecomposable representations of®.

If U is such a representation, it is well-known that pa divides the degree u

of 11. For a ^-solvable group, we shall see that u = pav, where (p, v) = l and

v is the p'-part of the degree / of the unique irreducible quotient representa-

tion g of U. Moreover, the representation U is the induced representation of

® by a suitable irreducible representation from a Sylow p-complement § of

®. One consequence of this is that algebraic conjugates of principal inde-

composable characters of ® (these are complex-valued functions) are again

principal indecomposable characters.

The proofs of the above results are based on the reduction methods of

[4]. In §1, where the reduction will be briefly described, we shall draw some

facts left unformulated in [4]. These are in the nature of relations between

the block and group structures of a ^-solvable group. For example, a question

of N. Ito's [7] as to necessary and sufficient conditions when all blocks of a

solvable group have full defect is answered. §2 contains the results on the

principal indecomposable representations.
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Notation. © is always a finite group of order g = pago, where {p, go) = l.

For any subset SI of ®, 91(31) and <S(2l) are the normalizer and centralizer of

21 in ®. Set m(2I) = (9c(2l): 1). If 21 is a one element set [A], we write 9?(¿)

for 9Í(2I). An element G of © is ^-regular if its order is prime to p, ^-singular

if its order is divisible by p. Let v be the exponential valuation of the rational

field determined by p, normalized so that vip) = 1. The defect viG) of an ele-

ment G in © is viniG)); a defect group of G is a Sylow ^-subgroup of SSliG).

Let ß be a normal algebraic number field containing the gth roots of

unity. The condition of normality is not essential, but it simplifies later con-

siderations. The ordinary absolutely irreducible representations of © can be

written with coefficients in fi. xi, X*i ' * ' i X* wiU denote the characters of the

distinct nonequivalent ones. In fl let p be a fixed prime ideal divisor of p,

with o as ring of local integers and o/p = 0* as the residue class field. Denote

the image of an element a in o under the mapping o—>fi* by a*. The abso-

lutely irreducible modular representations of © can be written in fi*.

Sii $2. ' ' • . >5«n will denote the different nonequivalent ones, and cbi, cb2, ■ • • ,

4>m their corresponding characters defined with respect to the mapping o—>ñ*

(see [l]). The principal indecomposable representations of © can also be

written in ß*. Hi, U», • • • , Um will denote the different nonequivalent ones,

and $1, $2, ■ • • , f>m their corresponding characters, defined also with respect

to p. The arrangement is such that %, is the unique irreducible quotient

representation of U,-. Unless the word "modular" is used, a character without

any other qualifiers will always be one of a complex-valued representation.

If « is a rational integer, it can be factored into two parts, such that one

is a power of p and the other is relatively prime to p. These we call respec-

tively the p-paxt and the p'-paxt of n. A //-group is a group of order prime

top.

1. We assume known the basic notions from modular representation

theory as developed in [l; 2]. Let © be a ^-solvable group, and BT a block of

® with SD as defect group and d as defect. If 9Î is a normal p'-subgroup of ®,

a decomposition of the characters in Br is induced by 9Î. The details of this

decomposition are essential to our proofs. First Br determines a class 6 of

irreducible characters 6P oí 5R; namely, the restriction of any (irreducible,

irreducible modular, or principal indecomposable) character in BT to 9Î has

the form

0p in 6

where m is an integer depending on the character. 6 is then a complete class

of characters of 9Í conjugate in ©. By this we mean that given any two char-

acters op and 8, in C, there exists a G in ® such that

89iG~xXG) = e.iX) for all X in %

and C contains all irreducible characters of 9Î related in this manner to a fixed
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character in 6. We shall say that the block BT and the class 6 are associated.

It may happen that other blocks of ® are associated to Q; denote the set of

all blocks of ® associated to 6 by 3. The block BT in 3 has maximal defect

among all blocks in 3 if and only if there is a p-regular element F in 9Í having

X) as defect group such that wr(F) 9^0, where coT is the linear character of the

center of the group algebra of ® over fi* corresponding to BT. For any irre-

ducible character 6P of 31, define the inertial group of 0P in ® as

{G in ®: 0,{G-lXG) = 0,{X) for all X in 31}.

Then it is also true that the block BT in 3 has maximal defect among all blocks

in 3 if and only if © is a Sylow ^-subgroup of the inertial group of a suitable

character in Q.

The following is the second step in the decomposition of the characters

in BT. There is some irreducible character 6„ in (3 such that its inertial group

X in ® has the following properties : X has a block 75/ with 3) as defect group

and d as defect. The complete class of characters of 31 conjugate in % and

associated to B'T consists of 6P alone. Furthermore, there is a 1-1 correspond-

ence Xc<_>Xm between the irreducible characters x? in Br and the irreducible

characters %/ in B}, such that Xn is the character induced by x¿ • Similarly,

there are 1-1 correspondences between the irreducible modular characters

c/>„, dy/, of Br, B'r, and between the principal indecomposable characters 4»,,

<£„' of Br, B'r, such that d>„ is induced by 4>I and $„ is induced by *,'. Finally,

PT and Br have the same matrices of decomposition numbers and the same

matrices of Cartan invariants (the matrices being arranged according to the

correspondences).

The third step of the decomposition is within the subgroup X. Because

the block B'r is associated to a one element class {d„}, it determines a factor

set e of X in the sense of projective representation theory, e may be assumed

to consist of sth roots of unity, where (p, s) = 1, but not of tth roots of unity

for t<s. Every irreducible character xl in B' can be expressed as the product

Xß =otpXß oí two projective characters, where aM is the character of an irre-

ducible projective representation of X/31 with factor set e, and ß is the char-

acter of an irreducible projective representation of X with factor set e-1, the

restriction of ß to 31 being 0P. Similarly, every irreducible modular character

0/ in Br can be expressed as the product cpj =y^X^, where y„ is the character

of an irreducible projective modular representation of X/^i with factor set

e* and 0 is the character of an irreducible projective modular representation

of X with factor set (e*)_1, the restriction of \p to 31 being 0P. By a well-known

construction of Schur there is a group § with a cyclic subgroup @ of order s

in its center and ^/(S^î/ïïî, having the following properties: each irreducible

projective representation of X/31 with factor set e is induced(2) by an irre-

(2) We have used the word "induced" in two senses so far; the exact meaning will always

be clear from context.
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ducible representation of §; each irreducible projective modular representa-

tion of X/%1 with factor set «s* is induced by an irreducible modular repre-

sentation of £>. Let Xm" t"e the character of the representation of ¡Q inducing

the projective representation with character a„. Similarly, let <f>„" be the

modular character of the representation of & inducing the projective modular

representation with character 7,. ^ then has a block £T" with defect group

isomorphic to 35 and defect d such that the irreducible characters in £T" are

precisely the x" and the irreducible modular characters in £r" are precisely

the <f>„". The correspondences x¿*~*X¿' and <£„'<->c¿>„" are 1-1, and £/ and

Br' have the same matrices of decomposition numbers and the same matrices

of Cartan invariants. We shall call Q the representation group of BT (§ de-

pends on W) ; !q is a ¿»-solvable group if ® is /»-solvable.

The above facts are proved in [4] §2, except for the assertion that $/

induces $„, which follows easily, for example, from the fact that c¡>¡ induces

cb, and the Cartan invariants of B'T and BT axe the same.

Lemma (1A). £ef & be a p-solvable group and 9t its maximal normal />'-

subgroup. Let Br be a block of @ and C the class of irreducible characters of 9Î

associated to Br. If ® is the inertia! group of a character in C, then the repre-

sentation group § of BT has the following structure:

if) §/S has no normal p'-subgroups greater than (1).

(ii) ÍQ has a normal p-subgroup greater than (1).

(iii) Every block of $& has full defect a.
(iv) All irreducible characters of ¡Q which induce^) the same linear character

of Ê constitute the irreducible characters in a block of !q. There are thus s blocks

of §, where s= (S: 1).

Proof. Since §/<5^®/3î, (i) is obvious. Let 8/QÉ be the maximal normal

/»-subgroup of £>/@. By [5, Lemma 1.2.3], the centralizer of 8/@ in ÍQ/dí is

contained in 8/@. <S has order coprime to (8 : (S) so that by a theorem of Schur,

8 = S)(S, where 5D is a /»-group of order (8: @) and 3)n(g = (1). Since @ is con-

tained in the center of §, we have in fact 8 = 2)X@, and therefore 55, being

characteristic in 8, is normal in §. If F is a /»-regular element in !ç> which

centralizes 35, then FS centralizes 8/@ and consequently F belongs to S. If

$ is a defect group of some block of f), then 35 C1^. Thus the only /»-regular

elements of ÍQ centralizing ^ are the elements of Qt, and it follows that all

blocks of £> have defect a. This proves (ii) and (iii). The proof of (iv) follows

from the definition of blocks and [l, (6F)]. This completes the proof.

An irreducible character x«« of ® is defined to be imprimitive if it can be

induced from a proper subgroup. Huppert [6, Satz 7] has shown that in a

solvable group an irreducible modular character of degree divisible by /> is

imprimitive. Without the word "modular," this is no longer true as it stands.

(*) A third sense of the word "induced." The restriction of an irreducible character of $?

to @ is of course a multiple of a linear character.
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For example, in the split extension of the quaternion group by an automor-

phism of order 3, there are irreducible characters of degree 2 which are not

induced.

Lemma (IB). Let ® be a p-solvable group, and x» an irreducible character

of ®. If x»! is in a p-block of less than full defect a, then Xp ¿s imprimitive.

Proof. Let x« be in the block BT. If 31 is the maximal normal p'-subgroup of

©, and C is the class of irreducible characters of 31 which is associated to Br,

then by (1A) © can be the inertial group of a character in 6 only if BT has

defect a. Therefore by the remarks at the beginning of this section, Xi» is

imprimitive.

Corollary (1C). Let & be a p-solvable group with abelian Sylow p-sub-

groups. If Xu is an irreducible character of ® of degree divisible by p, then x« is

imprimitive.

Proof. By [4, (3E) ] Xm must be in a block of less than full defect.

For the rest of this section, we shall use the following notation: If ® is

a ^-solvable group, denote by 31 the maximal normal p'-subgroup of © and

by ty/ 31 the maximal normal ^-subgroup of ®/9i. ÎÇ^C^ are thus the

first three terms of the ascending ^»-series of ® in the terminology of Hall-

Higman [5].

Lemma (ID). Let ® be a p-solvable group, Br a block of ®, and Q the class

of irreducible characters of 31 associated to BT. If © is the inertial group of a

character in Q, then BT is the only block of © associated to Q.

Proof. Let § be the representation group of BT. If B„ were another block

of ®, different from BT but associated to 6, then !q would also be the repre-

sentation group of B„. If B',' and B¿' are then the blocks of £> corresponding

to Br and B, respectively, the irreducible characters of !q in B'T' and B"

would induce the same linear character of @, which is impossible by (1A).

Therefore BT is the only block of ® associated to C.

Theorem (IE). Let lQ3lE'fy be the first three terms of the ascending p-

series of the p-solvable group ®. Let BT be a block of © with defect group X), and

Q the class of irreducible characters of 31 associated to BT. If S)9Î2^3, then BT is

the only block of © associated to 6.

Proof. Let X be the inertial group of a fixed character 0„ in C; we may

assume X^X). If X = ®, the result follows from (ID). We may then assume

ÏC®. Let BÍ be the block of X which corresponds to BT. Since £3 3Î and

2Q£>, it follows that £=?$, and by [5, Lemma 1.2.3, Corollary 2], 31 is also

the maximal normal p'-subgroup of X. The block 75/ of X is associated to the

class {0P} consisting of Q„ alone, and thus by (ID) 7JT' is the only block of X

associated to {#„}. Suppose B, were another block of ®, different from BT,

associated to 6. Then there would be a block B! of X such that the relation
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between B, and BJ is exactly like that between BT and B'r. But in X, £„'

would be associated to the class {8P}, which is impossible. Therefore BT is the

only block of ® associated to C.

Corollary (IF). Let ® be a p-solvable group, and BT a block of full defect a.

If C is the class of irreducible characters of 9Î associated to BT, then Q is associ-

ated to no other blocks of ® other than BT.

Proof. For a defect group of BT is a Sylow /»-subgroup © of ©, and ©9Î2 93.

Remark. The irreducible characters in a block BT satisfying the conditions

of (IE) are therefore characterized by their restrictions to 9Î.

Theorem (IG). Let © be a p-solvable group and 9t the maximal normal /»'-

subgroup of ®.

(i) Every block of ® is of full defect a if and only if every element in 91 has

defect a.
(ii) £i'ery block of ® has defect a or defect 0 if and only if every element in 91

has defect a or defect 0.

Proof. Let Ci, C2, • • • , Cr be the distinct classes of irreducible characters

of 91 conjugate in ®, and for t= 1, 2, • ■ • , r, let 8i be a representative of 6,-.

If among these, fli, 62, ■ • ■ ,8t itér) are the ones whose inertial groups con-

tain a Sylow /»-subgroup of ®, then by (IF) and the remarks at the beginning

of this section, f is also the number of blocks of ® of defect a. Let Fi, V2, • • • ,

Vr he representatives of the conjugate classes of ® contained in 91; r is the

same number as the number of classes 6,-. If F is a /»-regular element of ®

which centralizes a Sylow /»-subgroup of ®, F must belong to 91 by [5,

Lemma 1.2.3]. Thus all /»-regular elements of © of defect a belong to 91.

Since there are f such classes by [2, Theorem 2], we may suppose Fi, V2, ■ • • ,

F( are the representatives from these classes. Every block of © has defect a

if and only if r = t. But then every element in 9Î has defect a if and only if

r = t. This proves (i).

Suppose every element in 91 has defect a or defect 0, and that there are

blocks of © of defect d, where 0^d<a. Choose a block £T with largest pos-

sible defect less than a. Then by the remarks at the beginning of this section

and (IF), a defect group of BT must necessarily be a defect group of some ele-

ment in 9Í. Thus BT must have defect 0 and every block of © has defect a or

defect 0. Conversely, suppose every block of © has defect a or defect 0. By

[l, (3C)], there exist irreducible characters xi> X2« • " " > Xr of © such that

(1) det(x,(Fy)) fé 0 (mod p).

No two of the x« have restrictions to 91 which are proportional, and therefore

exactly r — f of the characters x» belong to blocks of defect 0. These characters,

which we suppose to be xi+i, • • ■ , Xr, take values divisible by p on elements

of positive defect [l, (2.3)]. In the matrix ix*ivj)), the submatrix consisting
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of the last r — t rows and the first t columns is the zero matrix modulo p.

Thus from (1) it follows that det(x<(F3)) féO (mod p) for »&f+l,/&H-l> and

hence Vt+i, • • • , VT have defect 0. This proves (ii).

2. If U< is a principal indecomposable representation of a group ®, de-

note its degree by m,- = p*Vi, and the degree of the unique irreducible quotient

representation j$¿ of U< by /,-.

Lemma (2A). Let X be a normal p-subgroup of the group ®, (X: 1) =pn. If

U% is the principal indecomposable representation of ® = ®/X having $,- (as a

representation of ©) as its irreducible quotient representation, and m< is the

degree of Ui, then Ui = £"«<.

Proof. Let 3( be the regular representation of X, and 3 the trivial repre-

sentation of X/X (over the field Í2*). Consider the restrictions lL|© = w$R

and U,-| X/X = m^, where m and m are certain positive integers. By the

Nakayama formulas [2, (83), (84)] m is the multiplicity of $,- in the repre-

sentation of © induced by 3 (as a representation of X), and m is the multi-

plicity of gj (as a representation of ®) in the representation of © induced by

3. Thus m = m, and since the degree of 9Î is pn, it follows that Ui — pnm — pnüi.

Theorem (2B). Let U< be a principal indecomposable representation of the

p-solvable group ®. If Ui = p°Vi is the degree of Ui, then (p, Vi) = 1 and Vi is the

p'-part of the degree /< of %i.

Proof. The proof is by double induction on a and g=(®: 1). We assume

that the theorem is true for all p-solvable groups having order divisible by

at most pa~l and for all p-solvable groups of order p"m, where (p, m) = l and

pam <g.

Let Ui be in the block BT and Q the class of irreducible characters of 31

associated to BT, where 31 is the maximal normal ¿/-subgroup of ®. Suppose

X is the inertial group of some fixed character in 6. If STJC®, let B' be the

block of X corresponding to Br, and Ui and %¡ the principal indecomposable

and irreducible representations in Bi which induce U< and g» respectively.

If (X: l)=pbr, where (p, r) = l, and ul and// are the degrees of 11/ and g/,

then by induction, we have «/ =pbví, where vi is the p'-part of//. Since

«<=*(©: X)ui and/< = (®: X)fi, it then follows that «<=(©: X)p"v¡ =pavigo/r

and Vi = ví go/r is the p'-part of /,-. We may then suppose X = ®. Let § be

the representation group of BT, and Bi' the block of ^ corresponding to BT.

In Bi' let %'i' be the irreducible modular representation of § corresponding

to %,, and Ui' the principal indecomposable representation of § having g/'

as quotient representation. By (1A) ^ has a normal p-subgroup X, say of

order pn> 1. It follows then from (2A) that «/' =pnUi, where «/' is the degree

of 11/' and Hi is the degree of the principal indecomposable representation of

ÍQ/X having g/' as quotient representation. Since pa\(¡Q: X) we have by in-

duction that üi = pa~nv'i', where ví' is the p'-part of the degree//' of g/',
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and therefore u¡' =p"ví'. But/< = «</<', Ui = tuí' for some /»'-number f, and

hence M< = fw/' =patvi' =paVi, since Vi = tv¡'. This completes the proof.

Corollary (2C). Let & be a p-solvable group of order g=pago, where

ipj fo) = l. For each irreducible modular representation ,5,- of ®, let v{ be the

p'-part of the degree f\ of gv // 9JÍ is a Sylow p-complement of ®, then the regular

representation of 9JÎ over Q* is equivalent to the restriction to 9JÎ of the direct

sum ^_,iVi$i. In particular, g0= ^ivfi.

Proof. The character of the regular representation of ® is 2« M»#>

= pa 2» vrf>i- The restriction of ^,- v,<bi to 9JÎ is therefore the character of the

regular representation of 9JÎ, and since p\iM: 1), the result follows.

Remark. (2B) is not true in general. The alternating group on 5 letters

has for p = 3, a principal indecomposable representation of degree 9 whose

corresponding irreducible representation has degree 4.

Theorem (2D). Let & be a p-solvable group of order g — pago, where ip, gi)

= 1. If $p is a principal indecomposable character of ®, then there exists a

p'-subgroup 9JJ of ® and an irreducible character 8ofW such that <i>p is the char-

acter of ® induced by 8.

Proof. The proof is by double induction on a and g. We assume that the

theorem is true for all /»-solvable groups having order divisible by at most

p"~l, and for all /»-solvable groups of order pam, where (m, /») = 1 and pam <g.

Let <3?p be in the block BT oí ® and 6 the class of irreducible characters of 9i

associated to £T, where 91 is as usual the maximal normal /»'-subgroup of ®.

Suppose X is the inertial group of some fixed character in 6, and B'r the block

of X corresponding to Br. If ÏC® and $>p' is the principal indecomposable

character in £T' which induces <£p, then by induction there exists a /»'-sub-

group 9JÎ of X and an irreducible character 8 of 9JÎ such that 8 induces <£„'.

Since inducing characters is a transitive operation, it follows that $„ is the

character of ® induced by 8.

We may then suppose X=®. Let ¡Q be the representation group of BT,

and Br' the block of § corresponding to BT. We shall prove the result for the

principal indecomposable characters of £> and show how this implies the

theorem for ®. By (1A) § has a normal /»-subgroup 35. Let %f be an irre-

ducible modular representation of §, c/»p" and «5P the characters of %f as a

representation of ÍQ and ^p/35 respectively. If $p is the principal indecomposa-

ble character of §/35 corresponding to c5p, then by induction, there exists a

/»'-subgroup 9Î/35 of £>/35 and an irreducible character 8 of 9Î/35 such that 8

induces $p. Now 9t = ©35, where ©~9î/35 and ©n© = (l), since (35: 1) and

(9Î: 35) are coprime. Letö" be the irreducible character of © defined by setting

8"iS) = 0(535) for 5 in ©. We claim that $„" is the character of £ induced by

8".   For  if   w" =*„"(!),   and   « = *„(!),   then   by   (2A),   u" = (35: 1)«
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= (X: 1)($: $)0(1) = (£:©)0"(1), so that the degrees check. It will then

suffice to check that as a principal indecomposable character of ©, 0" induces

a character of § which includes <PP" with multiplicity m>0. But this multi-

plicity m, by the Nakayama formulas, is also the multiplicity which 0", as an

irreducible modular character of @, appears in the restriction of </>p" to ©.

Since the multiplicity of 0" in cp" ¡ © is the same as the multiplicity of 0 in

<5P| 3Î/3), w is positive and therefore 0" induces <£„".

We can now prove the theorem for ®. By the remarks at the beginning of

§1, each irreducible modular character cp„ in BT can be expressed as the

product of two projective characters cj>f, = yl,Xip, where y„ and yp have factor

sets e and e_1 respectively. Each cp" in B'T' induces the projective character

y„, and since <£„" = ^,cp¿p¿', where the cp, are the Cartan invariants of Bi', it

follows that 3>p" induces a projective character of ^?/@ with factor set e. The

p'-subgroup © of § must contain S, for if E is in (S, but not in @, then

$/' (E) =0, whereas $/' (E) =\u", for some 5th root of unity f. Therefore 0"

also induces an irreducible projective character £ of ©/© with factor set e.

In the given isomorphism !g/(§.~(!f)/3l, let ©/Sc^STJcy St. 3JI is then a p'-sub-

group of ®. £ (as a character of 9JÎ) and ¡p] 3Jt are irreducible projective char-

acters of 3Ji with factor sets e and e""1 respectively. Define the irreducible char-

acter 6 oí 3)1 by the equation 0 = ¿X(^| 3R). We claim <£p is induced by 0. For

m, = »"X*(1) = ($: ©)0"(W(1) = (®: ÜR)£(1W(1), so that the degrees check.
As before it will be sufficient by the Nakayama formulas to show that the

restriction of cp,, to 3JI contains 0 with positive multiplicity. Consider first the

restriction of cp" to ©. By the Nakayama formulas

¿P" | © = 0" + Z así'
i

where the irreducible modular characters 0/' of © are different from 0". Each

0/' induces an irreducible projective character £,- of ©/Gs with factor set e,

and thus

7,|©/e = *+!>,■£,•.

As before it follows that 0¿ = £¿ X (4> | 93Î) defines an irreducible modular char-

acter of 3JI, and the characters 0, 0i, 02, • • • are distmct by [3, Theorem 5].

Finally then, since cpf = yfX4',

*,| a» = (7,|m/3i) x (*|a») = (tp|©/s) x (*|8R)

- (« + Z *fe) x (* | m) = 0 + E au

Therefore 0 induces <P„.

Corollary (2E). Let ® be a p-solvable group and 3JI a Sylow p-complement

of ®. For each principal indecomposable representation Ui of ®, iAere exists an

irreducible modular representation &i of 3JI such that U,- is induced by Si.
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Proof. If $,• is the character of U<, then there exists a /»'-subgroup © of ®

and an irreducible character 8 of © which induces $<. Since /»|(@: 1) we may

assume by replacing © by a suitable conjugate that © C9JÎ. If ,3« is the repre-

sentation of 9JÍ induced by the representation of © whose character is 8, then

Si is a principal indecomposable representation of 9JÍ which induces II,-. Since

/>{(9Jh 1), Si is in Iact irreducible. This completes the proof.

If f is a function of a group ® with values in fi, and a is an automorphism

of il, the algebraic conjugate fa of f under a is defined by fa(G) = (f(G))a.

If the automorphism a is in the decomposition group of p, then a will of course

permute the principal indecomposable characters of ®. If a is not in the de-

composition group of p, then this is no longer necessarily true. However, for

/»-solvable groups, we have

Theorem (2F). £ef @ be a p-solvable group and 21 the group of automor-

phisms of fi. Then

(i) fAe algebraic conjugates under 21 of principal indecomposable characters

are principal indecomposable characters;

(ii) fAe algebraic conjugates under 21 of irreducible modular characters are

irreducible modular characters.

Proof. Let <ï>i, $i, • • • , $m be the principal indecomposable characters of

©, arranged so that deg $1 ^ deg $iá • • • £ deg $m. We take $1 as the char-

acter corresponding to the 1-character. $1 is then the character of © induced

by the 1-character of a Sylow /»-complement, and thus assumes rational

values, so that the theorem is true for $1. We apply induction and assume the

theorem is true for $1, $2, ■ • • , $,—1. By (2D) $>r is induced by an irreducible

modular character 8 of some /»'-subgroup 9Jc. If a is any automorphism in 21,

then $>™ is induced by 8". But since 'SSI is a /»'-group, 8" is also a principal in-

decomposable character and thus 4?" must be a sum of principal indecomposa-

ble characters of ®

(2) *" = £ a&i,
i

where the a,- are positive integers. If some $, appearing in (2) has degree

equal to deg$r, then we have the case <£" = $>, and we are done. If not, then

the <ï>i appearing in (2) are necessarily from the set {$1, $2, • • • , $,—1}, and

applying a-1 to (2), we would have $>,. expressed as a sum of $1, $2, • • • , $r-i-

This is impossible by the linear independence of the $j. This proves (i). The

proof of (ii) is immediate, for in the vector space over fi of functions from the

/»-regular classes of ® into fi, the subspace generated by cbi, cbi, • • • , cbm has

a unique dual basis under the inner product

-ZfiWiG-1),
S

namely, {*i, *i, •••,*-}, [2, (20)].
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